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Man utd match report tonight

In front of 2 Manchester United earned a hard victory at Goodison Park from behind to beat Everton in the 19th minute of the Premier League's lunch time from Bernardo Gave Olae Gunnar Solchar a lot of activity but the Reds responded decisively with two goals from Bruno Fernandes in the second half full of intensity, scrum and determination from both
sides, but United defended well to limit Toffe's chances, and found a decisive third goal in injury time, when Fernando Des put the ball out for Edinson to finish only for his first. The victory represents three crucial points after a disappointing seven days in which the team suffered two consecutive defeats to Arsenal and Istanbul Bazaker. First half - Fernandes
at Double Ole Gunnar Solchar made four changes to the loss to Istanbul. Basagehir in the middle of the week, however, had similarities to a disappointing night in Turkey that would have shocked him in the first period at Goodison Park, as well as in a match in which United dominated possession early but were again caught cold by a long ball from the
opposition. This time it was England's goal kick, stopping Jordan Pickford, who was seen by Dominic Calvert-Lewin to Bernard Nimr on the edge of the United box. The Brazilian squeezed a lovely shot inside David de Gea's right post to give the hosts an early lead. If the manager is looking and expecting a response from his boys, he gets one. Immediately,
Mata found space in front of Toffees's back four, Fed Shaw on the left flank and full-back, his second assist of the week when his lovely cross found Fernandes alone in the box, the playmaker directing a confident and powerful header all over. Pickford to make United a crucial equaliser. After that, the Reds took control, and seven minutes later Bruno strayed
again to give us an advantage. The influential and diligent Fred threaded the ball through to Marcus Rashford about 20 yards from goal and the striker turned and found his Portuguese team-mate to the left of the Everton box. Fernandes then lifted a floating cross toward the six-yard box, looking for Rashford, but he unwittingly notched his second goal of the
game after the ball escaped not only Marcus but also Pickford's hopeless dive through the right-hand post. It wasn't more than the red deserved after responding to the first home goal with bite and confidence, but the second half - solid at the back of the second period, started with Everton showing a new sense of confidence and determination. It is not
reflected in the goal-scoring occasion. But the fight soon began to fly in. Fernandes was booked for one end, and var checked for a strong Maguire challenge in Digne. The challenger's challenge has fallen within the realm of respect. The home side were enjoying a majority possession - in contrast to the first period - but struggled to slice through the Reds
and the match into a tight 20-minute final and test, but with United by and large in control. Solskjaer's men had a good chance to double the advantage in the 72nd minute when Fred chipped through the ball to find Rashford beside him. The England forward just couldn't turn the ball into his pace but continued to test Pickford with a stinging strike, which the
Blues goalkeeper did well to repel with his legs. A few minutes later Rashford found space left and centre for Mata on the edge of the box, but the Spaniard was not sweet enough connected with his low shots. On the other side there was a purposeful defence as a dangerous Iwobi cross was flicked away by Maguire and replaced Axel Tuanzebe - for Luke
Shaw - firmly executed in an unfamiliar left spot. But for all their corner crosses and all their wishes, Everton never made much of a stamp when checking around the United box. Coleman pulled back for Doucore in added time, but the midfielder's shot was scooped harmlessly over the match of David De Gea. A few minutes later, with Everton pushing up
high, Fernandes cracked and set up Cavani's replacement for a straightforward occasion, which he easily buried through. Pickford is onrushing and that's where it is. The full-time whistle blew a few seconds later to get in's delightful scream from a brilliantly committed Scott McTominay. United Fixtures: De Gea; Van-Bissaga, Lindelof, McGuire (c), Shaw
(Tuanzebe 67); McTominay Fred; Mata (Pogba 82), Fernandes, Rashford; Matish (Cavani 82) Subs not used: Henderson, Matic, van der Beek, James Booked: Fernandes, Fred Target: Fernandes 25, 32, Cavani 90+5: Everton: Piford; Coleman (c), Holgate, Keane, Digne; Doucoure, Replacements: Alles, Sigurdsson (Iwobi 66); Rodriguez (Tosun 80),
Calvert-Lewin, Bernard Subs not used: Olsen, Mina, Davies, Godfrey, Gomes Booked: Holgate, Allan, Toosun, Dukur MATCH REACTION Ole Gunnar Solskjaer was delighted with the performance, telling the club's media afterwards that he wanted to see this show of nature as often as possible from his team. If we get this commitment, the idea, how every
single game, we'll be hard to play with. You see all the tackles that Scott and Fred win in the middle, we're tight, we're compact, we win the ball, we play, we have space, that's how we want to see these kids. Captain Harry Maguire is equally pleased, but stressed that the result is not one to sit and admire, but one to build upon: sometimes it is difficult for
children. But today we responded well to two bad results. We felt we were on the right path after [a 5-0 win against] Leipzig but we felt we let ourselves down against Arsenal. We know it's an important game to come. And get three points. The boys responded really well, but as we know, it was just the start, Manchester United served another merciless
Champions League goal to win. The Reds steamed RB Leipzig at home last month 5-0 but then lost to the Turkish champions in Istanbul, but with the German outfit Leipzig losing to France against PSG United, three points clear at the top of the group with a comfortable defeat of Basaksehir United in just over half an hour with a double from Bruno
Fernandes before the 20-minute mark put us in command and then Marcus Rashford after 35 minutes of the evening's welcome. A consolation goal in the second half for Deniz Turuc of Basaksehir, a stunning free-kick, was answered by United's fourth attack from Daniel James in the first half injury time - Bruno generous that the pair, if there was lingering
tension from their loss in Istanbul, were quickly dislodged. United could not have started better, with the Turkish visitors barely getting into the Reds half before our talisman Fernandes thundered in the opener after six minutes. There were some blistering, memorable goals scored at Old Trafford in the Champions League and the Portuguese's failed drive
from the edge of the area deserved to rank among the best after Basaksehir failed to clear Alex Tels' corner fully. Bruno looked like he had added an assist to his stats five minutes later when he slipped the ball through to Rashford. The striker kicked the ball under goalkeeper Mert Gunok only for his efforts to be eliminated. Link Telles-Fernandes worked
again after 19 minutes as United went 2-0 up, although it needed the help of a terrible error from the goalkeeper. Gunok as he fumbled the Brazilian's cross and our midfielder had an easy tap in his second. Fernandes gave up a hat-trick in the first half when United received a 33rd-minute penalty, Rashford being beaten by Bolibolingoli after he was superbly
put through by Victor Lindelof through a long pass. Normally, Bruno's kicking point gave Rashford a chance to score in four games. Mancunian sat up to the ball and confidently went home to make it 3-0 to keep his goal account moving again. Second half - DAN WRAPS, The First Substitute of The Turkish DELIGHT Solskjaer, took place at half-time as Axel
Tuanzebe replaced Victor Lindelof, who left five minutes later, David de Gea, forced to save his first serious match as he turned a Visca shot tied with a goal around. A post for a corner and a sign of what would have been United's mojo gone for a while, both of our first-half goals. Fernandes and Rashford were lined up just before the hour when Mason
Greenwood and Daniel James came in, they were joined by Brandon Williams, who replaced Aaron Hernandez. Inevitably, with the change and a comfortable, rhythmic and dangerous lead, it was difficult to pick up again for United in the second 45 minutes, and the Turks had an advantage when Deniz Ourinho was in charge. Turku grabbed a goal after 75
minutes with a free-kick that De Gea clawed away, but the ball crossed the line, then Visca hit the bar to give United another scare. Solskjaer felt a potential danger late in the second and responded to Nemanja Matic's lead for Anthony Marshall with eight minutes to go to take the command and James then went to stroke home his fourth goal in stoppage
time to end the match as the Reds had started it, in style. United Fixtures: De Gea; Wan-Bissaka (Williams 58), Lindelof (Tuanzebe 45), McGuire, Tels; Van der Beek, Fred; Rashford (James 58), Fernandes (Greenwood 58), Martic (Mattick 82); Cavani. Substitutes not used: Grant, Henderson, Mengi, Fossu-Mensah, Mata, Pellistri, Ighalo Goals: Fernandes
(7,19), Rashford (35 pens), Josh When (35 pens) James (90+2) Booked: Tuanzebe, Maguire Istanbul Basaksehir: Mert Gunok; Rafael, Scortel (Ponck 86), A. Epureanu, Bolingoli (Hasan Ali Kaldirim 73); Berkay Ozcan (Giuliano 73); Deniz Turuc, Irfan Can Kahveci (Mahmut Tekdemir 45), Chadli (Gulbrasen 61); Baa Substitutes: Volkancan, Ahmet Kivan,
Kaplan, Karcan Goals: Turk (75) Booked: Skrtel, Tekdemir, Turuc, OLE reactions, we know every game, if we perform at our best level, we will beat everyone. That's a challenge for the boys and the pressure for the boys. Of course, today we enjoyed a very good performance, we created chances. Going into half-time at 3-0 was comfortable, sometimes it
was good for the heartbeat to drop a little! There are some great football matches, good links to play, one and two football touches, and some fantastic goals. So we're very pleased. I was thinking at half-time 'maybe I should do more substitution', but you don't want the kids to feel that the game is over and we can relax, we want to go out and get to fourth.
We couldn't, but after about an hour we thought we had to rest these players because it would be a long season, MAN OF THE MATCH Bruno Fernandes went out with another Man of the Match award, his second goal in the space of 12 minutes in the first half, giving him the honour of Istanbul Basaksehir with 68 per cent of the vote. Our no.18 smashed the
first goal after seven minutes, but then there was the gift of a second strike in the 19th minute when the Turk's goalkeeper dropped a cross and the ball landed at Bruno's feet. Then he gave up a hat-trick in the first half when he gave marcus Rashford the third goal from the spot after 35 minutes, Donny van de Beek was Fernandes's closest opponent for the
win with 20 per cent of the vote, Bruno's brace helped him score 20 goals faster than the other United midfielder. My teammates helped me a lot. It is. It's important that everyone helps me on the first day and the game, so I'm really happy, it's important for me, but the most important thing is to help the team and I think I can help more.
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